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On the EÆ ien y of Nonrepudiable Threshold Proxy
Signature S heme with Known Signers
Abstra t
In the ( ) proxy signature s heme, the signature signed by the original signer an be signed by or more proxy signers out of a proxy group
of proxy signers. Re ently, Hsu et al. proposed a nonrepudiable threshold
proxy signature s heme with known signers. In this arti le, we shall propose
an improvement of Hsu et al.'s s heme that is more eÆ ient in terms of omputational omplexity and ommuni ation ost.
Digital signature, Proxy signature, Threshold proxy signature.
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Introdu tion

The on ept of the proxy signature s heme was rst introdu ed by Mambo et al.
[8, 9℄ in 1996. A proxy signature s heme allows the original signer to delegate her/his
signing apability to a designated person, alled a proxy signer. The proxy signer on
behalf of the original signer must a t in su h a way that the following requirements
an be met:
1. Unforgeability. Besides the original signer, the designated proxy signer an also
reate a valid proxy signature on behalf of the original signer. Any third party
who is not the designated proxy signer annot reate a valid proxy signature.
2. Veri ability. The veri er an be onvin ed of the original signer's agreement on
the signed message be ause of the proxy signature.
So far, proxy signature s hemes have been widely dis ussed [6, 7, 11, 12℄. There
are three types of delegation: full delegation, partial delegation, and delegation by
1

warrant [8, 9℄. In full delegation, the proxy signer is given the same private key as an
original signer has. So, there is no distinguishing the proxy signer from the original
signer by private key. In the partial delegation, the original signer uses her/his private
key to reate a proxy signature key and has it sent to the proxy signer. For se urity
requirements, it is omputationally infeasible for the proxy signer to derive the original
signer's private key from the given proxy signature key. The proxy signer an use
the proxy signature key to sign messages on behalf of the original signer. The last
delegation uses a warrant whi h erti es the proxy signer delegated by the original
signer.
A ording to the above des ription, from the angle of se urity, partial delegation
and delegation by warrant are better than full delegation. Besides, ompared with
the delegation by warrant, partial delegation needs less pro essing time. Therefore,
among these three types of delegation, partial delegation is the best hoi e. Therefore,
throughout this arti le, we shall fo us on the proxy signature authorized by partial
delegation.
A digital signature s heme allows the signers to sign messages in su h a way that
everyone an verify the validity of the authenti signatures [2, 5℄. However, nobody
an forge the signatures of other messages. Hen e the signer annot repudiate the
signatures whi h she/he has ever signed. This property is usually referred to as
"nonrepudiation". However, in the proxy signature s heme, there exists a dispute as
to partial delegation that, aside from the proxy signature key for the proxy signer, the
original signer an derive another proxy signature key and save it for her/his own use
to generate a valid proxy signature and impersonate the proxy signer. This problem
an be solved using the nonrepudiation property, the apability of identifying the
a tual signer, to the proxy signature s heme.
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Following the development of the proxy signature s heme, some threshold proxy
signature s hemes were widely studied [6, 12℄. In a (t; n) threshold proxy signature
s heme, whi h is a variant of the proxy signature s heme, the proxy signature key is
shared among a group of n proxy signers delegated by the original signer. Any t or
more proxy signers an ooperatively sign messages on behalf of the original signer. So
far, there have been at least two threshold proxy signature s hemes proposed [6, 12℄.
Kim's s heme [6℄ is nonrepudiable, but Zhang's s heme [12℄ is not.
Based on Kim's s heme, Sun [11℄ proposed an eÆ ient nonrepudiable threshold
proxy signature s heme with known signers. Sun's s heme of nonrepudiability property is more eÆ ient than the other threshold proxy signature s hemes. The main
advantage of Sun's s heme is that the veri er is able to identify the a tual signers in
the proxy group. However, the weakness of Sun's s heme is that it is vulnerable to the
onspira y atta k [3, 4℄. Hsu et al. [3℄ proposed a new nonrepudiable proxy signature
s heme with known signers. Hsu et al.'s s heme an withstand the onspira y atta k,
and that is more eÆ ient than Sun's s heme. The improved s heme proposed in this
paper an also over ome any possible atta ks su h as plaintext atta k, onspira y
atta k and forgery atta k. Furthermore, The improved s heme is better than Hsu et
al.'s s heme in terms of omputational omplexity and ommuni ation ost.
In this paper, a brief review of Hsu et al.'s s heme will be given in the following
se tion. Then, in Se tion 3, a se ure s heme based on Hsu et al.'s s heme will be
released. The se urity and the performan e analysis of the proposed s heme will be
dis ussed in Se tion 4. Finally, the on lusion will be given in Se tion 5.
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Review of Hsu et al.'s S heme

The s heme an be divided into four phases: se ret share generation, proxy share
generation, proxy signature generation, and proxy signature veri ation. Hsu et al.'s
s heme is illustrated in Figure 2.
system authority
(1)
(1)

?

#"!

original signer (2)- (t; n) proxy group (3)- lerk (3)(2)
(3)
(3)

veri er
(4)

(1) Se ret share generation phase
(2) Proxy share generation phase
(3) Proxy signature generation phase
(4) Proxy signature veri ation phase

Figure 1: Hsu et al.'s s heme
There exists a system authority (SA) whose tasks are to initialize the system and
manage the publi dire tory. Initially, the SA sele ts and publishes the following
parameters:
p: a large prime,
q : a large prime fa tor of p

1,

g : a generator in GF (p) of order q ,
h(): a one-way hash fun tion.
mw : a warrant whi h re ords the identities of the original signer and the proxy signers

of the proxy group, the parameters t and n, and the valid delegation time, et .
ASID: (A tual Signers' ID) the identities of the a tual signers.
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Ea h user Pi , with the publi identi er vi

2 Zq , owns a private key xi 2 Zq and a

publi key yi = g xi mod p whi h is erti ed by a erti ate authority (CA). Let P0 be
the original signer and G = fP1 ; P2 ;    ; Pn g be the proxy group of n proxy signers.

2.1 Se ret share generation phase
The SA hooses the group private key XG and omputes the group publi key YG =
g XG mod p whi h is erti ed by the CA. Then, the SA randomly generates a (t

1)-

degree polynomial as
f (v ) = XG + a1 v + a2 v 2 +    + at 1 v t

where the random integers ai 2 Zq (i = 1; 2;    ; t

1

mod q

1).

For ea h Pi 2 G, the SA omputes the se ret share

i

= f (vi ) and the orrespond-

ing publi information i = g i mod p, where vi is the publi identi er for Pi . Then,
the SA separately sends

i

to Pi via a se ure hannel and publishes all i 's.

2.2 Proxy share generation phase
The original signer P0 performs the following steps to delegate the signing apability
to G.
1. Choose a random integer k 2 Zq and ompute K = g k mod p.
2. Compute the proxy signature key as
 = k + x0 h(mw

k K ) mod q:

3. Choose a polynomial
f0 (v ) =  + b1 v + b2 v 2 +    + bt 1 v t

where the random integers bj

2 Zq (j = 1; 2;    ; t
5

1

mod q

1).

4. Publish
Bj = g bj mod p

f or j = 1; 2;    ; t

1:

5. Send
i = f0 (vi )

to Pi 2 G via a se ure hannel.
6. Broad ast (mw ; K ) to G.
Upon re eiving i , ea h Pi 2 G an validate it by he king the following equation
g i

?
=

Y

t

y0h(mw kK ) K (

1

j =1

vj

Bj i ) mod p:

If it holds, Pi omputes
i0 = i + i h(mw

k K ) mod q

as her/his proxy share.

2.3 Proxy signature generation phase
Given a message m, any t or more proxy signers of G will be the proxies for P0 to sign
m in this phase. Without loss of generality, let D = fP1 ; P2 ;    ; Pt g be the a tual

proxy signers and ASID (A tual Signers' ID) be the olle tion of identities of all the
users in D. They sign m on behalf of P0 ooperatively by performing the following
steps.
1. Ea h Pi 2 D hooses a random integer ki 2 Zq and then broad asts
ri = g ki mod p:

6

2. Upon obtaining all rj 's (j = 1; 2;    ; t), ea h Pi 2 D omputes
R =

Yt

j =1

rj mod p;

si = ki R + (Li i0 + xi )h(R k ASID k m) mod q;

where Li =

Qt

j =1;j 6=i(

vj )(vi

vj )

1

mod q . Here, si is the individual proxy

signature whi h is sent to the designated lerk.
3. Upon re eiving si , the designated lerk validates it by he king
g si

?
=

riR (((y0 i )h(mw kK ) (

Y

t

1

j =1

vj

Bj i )K )Li yi )h(RkASIDkm) mod p:

If it holds, (ri ; si ) is the valid individual proxy signature of m. If all the individual proxy signatures of m are valid, the lerk omputes
S=

Xt

j =1

sj mod q:

The proxy signature of m is (R; S; K; mw ; ASID).

2.4 Proxy signature veri ation phase
Re eiving the proxy signature (R; S; K; mw ; ASID) of m, the veri er an identify the
original signer and the proxy group with the warrant mw . Then, she/he knows the
a tual signers from ASID and obtains the ne essary publi keys from the CA. The
veri er an validate the proxy signature by he king
gS

?
=

RR (K (y0 YG)h(mw kK )

Yt

i=1

yi )h(RkASIDkm) mod p:

If it holds, the proxy signature (R; S; K; mw ; ASID) for m is valid.
3

Improvement of Hsu et al.'s S heme

The improved s heme is based on Hsu et al.'s s heme. The s heme an be divided into
three phases: proxy share generation, proxy signature generation, and proxy signature
7

veri ation. The ar hite ture of the improved s heme is shown in Figure 2. In the
improved s heme, SA doesn't need to generate se ret shares and the orresponding
publi information for all the proxy signers. Therefore, as ompared with Hsu et al.'s
s heme, the se ret share generate phase is not required. In the proxy share generation
phase, the original signer generates the ommon proxy share and broad asts it to the
proxy group. Ea h proxy signer in the proxy group owns the same proxy share. In
the proxy signature generation phase, the proxy signers ooperatively generate a valid
proxy signature for a message on behalf of the original signer. In the proxy signature
veri ation phase, the veri er he ks the validity of the proxy signature. The system
parameters p, q , g , h(), mw and ASID are the same as those in Se tion 2. Ea h user
Pi owns a private key xi 2 Z  and a publi key
q

yi = g xi mod p

(1)

whi h is also erti ed by the CA. Let P0 be the original signer and G = fP1 ; P2 ;    ; Png

#"!

be the proxy group of n proxy signers.

original signer (1)- (t; n) proxy group (2)- lerk (2)(1)
(2)
(2)

veri er
(3)

(1) Proxy share generation phase
(2) Proxy signature generation phase
(3) Proxy signature veri ation phase

Figure 2: The proposed s heme

3.1 Proxy share generation phase
P0 exe utes the following steps to delegate the signing apability to G.
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1. Choose a random number k 2 Zq and ompute the parameter K .
K = g k mod p:

(2)

2. Compute the proxy signature key as
 = k + x0 h(mw

k K ) mod q:

(3)

3. Broad ast (; mw ; K ) to G.
After re eiving (; mw ; K ), ea h Pi 2 G he ks whether or not the following equation
holds,
g

?
=

Ky0h(mw kK ) mod p:

(4)

If it holds, ea h Pi uses  as her/his proxy share.

3.2 Proxy signature generation phase
Without loss of generality, we assume that any t or more proxy signers want to ooperate and sign a message m on behalf of the proxy group. Let D = fP1 ; P2 ;    ; Pt g
be the a tual proxy signers.
1. Ea h Pi 2 D hooses a random number ki 2 Zq and broad asts ri .
ri = g ki mod p:

(5)

2. For ea h re eived rj (j = 1; 2;    ; t; j 6= i), ea h Pi 2 D omputes
R =

Yt

j =1

rj mod p;

(6)

si = ki R + (t 1  + xi )h(R k ASID

k m) mod q:

(7)

where t denotes the number of a tual proxy signers. Here, si is the individual
proxy signature whi h is sent to the designated lerk.
9

3. For ea h re eived si , the designated lerk he ks whether the following equation
holds,
g si

?
=

riR ((Ky0h(mw kK ) )t yi )h(RkASIDkm) mod p:
1

(8)

If it holds, (ri ; si ) is a valid individual proxy signature of m. If all the individual
proxy signatures of m are valid, the designated lerk omputes
S=

Xt
j =1

sj mod q:

(9)

The proxy signature of m is (R; S; K; mw ; ASID).

3.3 Proxy signature veri ation phase
Any veri er an on rm the validity of the proxy signature and identify the a tual
signers. The steps of this phase are des ribed as follows:
1. A ording to mw and ASID, the veri er gets the publi keys of the original
signer and the proxy signers from the CA and knows who are the original signer
and the a tual proxy signers.
2. The veri er has to he k whether the number of the proxy signers in ASID
a hieves or surpasses the threshold value t. A valid proxy signature an only be
ooperatively generated by t or more proxy signers. Consequently, the proxy
signature of reating by t 1 or less proxy signers is not a valid proxy signature,
the veri er reje ts it.
3. The veri er he ks the validity of the proxy signature of the message m through
the following equation:
g

S

?
=

R

h(mw kK )

R (Ky0

Yt
j =1

yj )h(RkASIDkm) mod p:

If it holds, the proxy signature (R; S; K; mw ; ASID) of m is valid.
10

(10)

In the following analyses, we shall prove that the improved s heme an work
smoothly without fail.
Theorem 3.1

In the proxy share generation phase, ea h Pi

2G

an verify the va-

lidity of the proxy share  sent from P0 by he king Equation (4).
Proof.

By raising both sides of Equation (3) to exponents with base g , we have
g  = g k+x0h(mw kK )

= g k g x0 h(mw kK ) mod p:
From Equations (1) and (2), the above equation an be rewritten as
h(m kK )
g  = Ky0 w
mod p:

Hen e, the orre tness of proxy share an be on rmed.
Theorem 3.2

QED:

In the proxy signature generation phase, the designated lerk an ver-

ify the validity of individual proxy signature si sent from Pi by he king Equation (8).
Proof.

By raising both sides of Equation (7) to exponents with base g , we have
g si = g ki R+(t

= g ki R (g t

kASIDkm)

1  +x )h(R
i
1

g xi )h(RkASIDkm) mod p:

A ording to Equations (1), (4), and (5), the above equation an be rewritten as
1
h(m kK )
g si = riR ((Ky0 w )t yi )h(RkASIDkm) mod p:

Therefore, the orre tness of individual proxy share an be veri ed.
Theorem 3.3

QED:

In the proxy signature veri ation phase, any veri er an verify the

validity of the proxy signature by he king Equation (10).
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Proof.

By raising both sides of Equation (9) to exponents with base g , we have
gS =

Yt
i=1

g si mod p:

A ording to Equations (6) and (8), the above equation an be written as
gS =

=

Yt
i=1
t

riR ((Ky0h(mw kK ) )t yi )h(RkASIDkm)
1

Y R Yt

i=1

ri

i=1

((Ky0h(mw kK ) )t yi )h(RkASIDkm)

= RR (Ky0h(mw kK )

1

Yt
i=1

yi )h(RkASIDkm) mod p:

Therefore, the orre tness of proxy signature an be erti ed.
4

QED:

Dis usses

In this se tion, the se urity analysis of the improved s heme is given rst and then
the performan e evaluation is also given.

4.1 Se urity Analysis
The se urity analysis of the improved s heme is similar to that of Hsu et al.'s s heme
based on the following two well-known ryptographi assumptions:
1.

One-way hash fun tion (OWHF) assumption [1, 10℄:

Let h() be a one-way hash fun tion. The fun tion an take a message of
arbitrary-length input and return a message digest of a xed-length output.
Given m, the fun tion is easy to ompute h(m). However, the following tasks
are omputational infeasible:
(a) Given h(m), it is hard to derive m;
(b) Given h(m), it is hard to nd m0 6= m su h that h(m0 ) = h(m).
12

2.

Dis rete logarithm (DL) assumption [2, 10℄:

Given a large prime p, a generator g of Zp and an element y 2 Zp , it is omputationally infeasible to nd integer x su h that y = g x mod p.
In the following, let us dis uss some possible atta ks su h as plaintext atta k, onspira y atta k and forgery atta k. The plaintext atta k is performed by any adversary
who attempts to derive the private keys from all available publi information. The
onspira y atta k on erns that the insider proxy signers attempt to obtain some
other proxy signer's se ret. In regard to the forgery atta k the adversary tries to
forgery a valid proxy signature. The detail pro ess of above atta ks is des ribed as
follows.
Plaintext atta k

Assume the adversary attempts to derive the P00 s private key x0 from Equation (1).
It is as diÆ ult as breaking the DL assumption to derive user's private key x0 . Similarly, the adversary will meet the intra tability of the same problem as obtaining P 0 s
i

private key xi for i = 1; 2;    ; n.
Conspira y atta k

Any t mali ious proxy signers may work together to re onstru t the se ret polynomial
f (v ) in Se tion 2. Thus, they an onspire the se ret share of any other proxy signer
Pj . On the ontrary, our improved s heme does not have the se ret share generation

phase. The se urity of both s hemes as the above plaintext atta k, they will have
to fa e the diÆ ulty of solving the DL assumption to derive Pj0 s private key xj in
Hsu et al.'s s heme and the improved s heme. Therefore, the improved s heme an
su essfully with stand the onspira y atta k.
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Forgery atta k

An adversary tries to forge a valid proxy signature of some hosen mw and m to pass
the proxy signature veri ation equation. First we suppose
VO = Ky0h(mw kK ) mod p:

(11)

Equation (10) an be rewritten as
g S = RR (VO

Yt
j =1

yj )h(RkASIDkm) mod p:

The value VO depends on the parameters mw and K . We distinguish two ases here.
In one ase, give m0 , ASID0 and VO0 , it is diÆ ult to determine R0 and S 0 be ause of
the diÆ ulty of solving the OWHF and DL assumptions. In the other ase, given m0 ,
ASID0 , R0 and S 0 , one an al ulate a VO0 su h that this equation holds. However,

it is diÆ ult to nd m0w and K 0 su h that Equation (11) holds. The diÆ ulty here
is also based on the OWHF and DL assumptions. Therefore, the proxy signature
veri ation equation is se ure against the forgery atta k.

4.2 Performan e Evaluation
In this subse tion, we show the results of the omparisons between our improved
s heme and Hsu et al.'s s heme in terms of omputational omplexity and ommuniation ost. The performan e evaluation notations are de ned as follows:
Texp: The time for a modular exponentiation omputation.
Tmul : The time for a modular multipli ation omputation.
Tinv : The time for a modular inverse omputation.
Th : The time for omputing a one-way hash fun tion h().

j x j: The bit-length of an integer x.

The omparison results are given in Tables 1 and 2. As ompared with Hsu et al.'s
14

Table 1: The omparison on omputational omplexity
Hsu et al.'s s heme
Se ret share (n + 1)Texp + n(t 1)Tmul
generation
Proxy share The original signer:
generation
tTexp + (nt n + 1)Tmul + Th
Ea h proxy signer:
(t + 1)Texp + (2t 1)Tmul + Th
Proxy
Individual proxy signature:
signature
Texp + (3t 1)Tmul + (t 1)Tinv + Th
generation
Proxy signature:
(t2 + 4t)Texp + (4t2 t 1)Tmul +
(t2 t)Tinv + 2Th
Proxy
4Texp + (t + 3)Tmul + 2Th
signature
veri ation

The improved s heme



The original signer
Texp + Tmul + Th
Ea h proxy signer:
2Texp + Tmul + Th
Individual proxy signature:
Texp + (t + 2)Tmul + Tinv + Th
Proxy signature:
(3t + 2)Texp + (2t + 1)Tmul +
Tinv + 2Th
4Texp + (t + 3)Tmul + 2Th

s heme, the se ret shares are omputed is not required. The omputational omplexities and ommuni ation osts of both s hemes show that our improved s heme,
needing no se ret share generation phase, performs better than Hsu et al.'s s heme.
In Table 1, we an see the omputational omplexities of both s hemes with the
same proxy signature veri ation phase. The original signer generating a proxy share
in the proxy share generation phase of the improved s heme, the omputational omplexity required in ludes Texp for Equation (2) and Tmul + Th for Equation (3). The
total omputational omplexity of the original signer is Texp + Tmul + Th . Ea h proxy
signer he ks the proxy share in the proxy share generation phase of the improved
s heme, the omputational omplexity is 2Texp + Tmul + Th for Equation (4). However,
the omputational omplexity of the original signer and ea h proxy signer in the same
phase is tTexp + (nt

n + 1)Tmul + Th and (t + 1)Texp + (2t

1)Tmul + Th in Hsu et

al.'s s heme. It is obvious that the improved s heme is more eÆ ient than Hsu et
al.'s s heme in this phase.
15

Table 2: The omparison on ommuni ation ost
Se ret share
generation
Proxy share
generation
Proxy
signature
generation
Proxy
signature
veri ation

Hsu et al.'s s heme
(n + 1) j p j +n j q j
t j p j +n j q j + j mw

The improved s heme



j

j p j + j q j + j mw j

(t + 1) j p j +t j q j + j m j +

j mw j

(t + 1) j p j +t j q j + j m j +

j mw j

2 j p j + j q j + j m j + j mw j + 2 j p j + j q j + j m j + j mw j +

j ASID j

j ASID j

In the proxy signature generation phase of the improved s heme, the omputational omplexity that ea h proxy signer requires is Texp for Equation (5) and (t 1)Tmul
and 3Tmul + Tinv + Th for Equations (6) and (7) in Step 2. The total omputational
omplexity of ea h proxy signer generating the individual proxy signature adds up to
be Texp + (t + 2)Tmul + Tinv + Th . The omputational omplexity for the designated
lerk generating the proxy signature is (3t + 2)Texp + (2t + 1)Tmul + Tinv + 2Th in the
proxy signature generation phase of the improved s heme. However, the omputational omplexity for ea h proxy signer omputing the individual proxy signature and the
designated lerk generating the proxy signature is Texp +(3t 1)Tmul +(t 1)Tinv + Th
and (t2 + 4t)Texp + (4t2

t

1)Tmul + (t2

t)Tinv + 2Th in Hsu et al.'s s heme. The

improved s heme is also more eÆ ient than Hsu et al.'s s heme in the phase.
Table 2 shows the omparison on ommuni ation ost between Hsu et al.'s s heme
and the improved s heme. The ommuni ation osts of both s hemes are the same
for the proxy signature generation and the proxy signature veri ation phases. In
the proxy share generation phase of the improved s heme, the ommuni ation ost is

j p j + j q j + j mw j.

However, the total ommuni ation ost of Hsu et al.'s s heme

in the same phase is t j p j +n j q j + j mw j. The improved s heme is also better
16

than Hsu et al.'s s heme in this phase. Altogether, the omparisons show that the
improved s heme is better than Hsu et al.'s s heme in terms of both omputational
omplexity and ommuni ation ost.
5

Con lusions

In this arti le, we have presented an improved version of Hsu et al.'s threshold proxy
signature s heme. The improved s heme has the same property that any t or more
proxy signers may work together to generate a valid proxy signature on behalf of the
original signer. The improved s heme also provides the ability to identity the a tual
proxy signers for avoiding the abuse of the signing apability. Moreover, the proxy
signature ontains a warrant signed by the original signer's private key. Therefore,
the original signer annot deny it. As a result, the improved s heme onforms the
nonrepudiation property.
Some possible atta ks su h as plaintext atta k, onspira y atta k and forgery atta k have been onsidered. None of them an su essfully break the improved s heme.
As ompared with Hsu et al.'s s heme, the se ret shares are al ulated is not required.
Di erent from Hsu et al.'s s heme, the original signer only omputes a ommon proxy
share and broad asts it to the proxy group. Therefore, the improved s heme is proven
to be more eÆ ient than Hsu et al.'s s heme in terms of omputational omplexity
and ommuni ation ost.
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